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Abstract - Recent advancements in machine learning have sparked greater interest in previously understudied topics. As 

machine learning improves, experts are being pushed to understand and trace how algorithms get their results, how models 

think, and why the end outcome. It is also difficult to communicate the outcome to end customers and internal stakeholders 

such as sales and customer service without explaining the outcomes in simple language, especially using visualization. In 

specialized domains like law and medicine, it becomes vital to understand the machine learning output. 
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1. Introduction  
The size of the NLP deep learning models is increasing 

daily, with billions of parameters [1]. Base BERT, for 

example, has 110 million parameters [1]. Explaining them is 

hard, and they act as a complete black box, so they come at 

the expense of models that become less interpretable. A 

decade ago, techniques like Decision Tree were white box in 

nature. The Explainable AI (XAI) methods aim to make them 

end-user-friendly (domain experts), fair, and accountable. 

Also, further feedback is required to train them, so XAI 

becomes more important. 

This paper discusses all the relevant and latest 

explainable AI methods for NLP as a mini-survey. The 

author implemented a wrapper called NlpExplainer to 

understand transformer-based classifiers in a few lines. The 

idea is to use it for more tasks, like answering questions and 

summarizing, and to make it possible to use complex 

libraries with less boiler code by providing simple wrappers 

around them [2]. 

2. Categorization of XAI  
There are primarily two categories. The first determines 

whether the explanation is for a single prediction (local) or 

the entire prediction process of the model (global). The 

second distinguishes between explanations that emerge 

directly from the prediction process and those that require 

additional processing (post hoc). 

2.1. Local vs. Global 

A local explanation provides information or justification 

for the model's prediction of particular text input for 

classification tasks. 

A global explanation provides a comparable justification 

by revealing how the predictive process of the model perates, 

independent of any specific input. 

2.2. Self-Explanatory versus Ad-Hoc 

Whether the explanation is local or global, explanations 

differ in terms of whether they emerge during the prediction 

process or whether their generation requires post-processing 

after the model has made a prediction. A strategy that is self-

explanatory, also known as directly interpretable. 

3. Techniques of XAI 
3.1. Feature importance 

The primary objective is to derive an explanation by 

analyzing the importance scores of various predictive 

features used to generate the final prediction. 

 

3.2. Surrogate model 

Model predictions are explained by learning as a proxy 

for a second, typically more explicable model. LIME is a 

well-known example [3]. 

 

3.3. Example or Similarity driven 

These approaches explain the prediction of an input 

instance by identifying and presenting other semantically 

similar instances, typically from available labeled data. 
 

3.4. Provenance-based 

Explanations are provided by illustrating some or all of 

the prediction derivation process, which is an effective and 

intuitive technique for explaining ability when the final 

prediction results from a sequence of reasoning steps. 
 

3.5. Declarative induction 

Human-readable representations such as rules, trees, and 

programmes are induced as explanations. 
 

4. Results and Discussion  
4.1. Shap Values 

SHAP values are a standardized indicator of feature 

importance for any classification task. These are the Shapley 

values of the original model's conditional expectation 

function [4]. 
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The increasing trade-off between the precision and 

interpretability of deep learning-based model predictions has 

resulted in the development of techniques that assist machine 

learning engineers and end-users in interpreting predictions, 

thus deciphering the Black Box. The SHAP framework 

illustrates the class of additive feature importance methods 

(which includes a set of previous methods). It demonstrates a 

unique solution within this class that adheres to desirable 

properties. As shown by the way SHAP connects different 

pieces of literature, common model interpretation principles 

can be used to guide the development of new methods. 

 

Shap values attribute the expected change in the model's 

prediction to each feature when that feature is considered. 

They explain how to get from the predicted base value 

E[f(z)] to the current output f(x) if no features were known. 

 

 
Fig. 1 SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanation) [4] 

 
4.2. Transformers Architecture  

The Transformer [6] has swiftly surpassed alternative neural architectures to become the dominant structure for natural 

language processing. Models such as CNN and RNN were dominant choices before the advent of Transformers. 
 

Transformers contain Encoder and Decoders stacks. The encoder on the left side of the Transformer architecture (shown in 

Figure 2) maps an input sequence to a sequence of continuous representations, which are then sent to a decoder for further 

processing. 

 
Fig. 2 Transformers Architecture [7] 
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On the right-hand side of the architecture, the decoder 

receives the encoder's output along with the decoder's output 

from the previous time step to generate an output sequence. 

 

One of the key examples of transformers is BERT [7], 

which can be fine-tuned to specific domains and trained on 

several different tasks. 

The author introduced NlpExplainerShapTransformers 

class which is a Wrapper abstracting Shap and Transformers 

for the classification task. The idea is to reduce no lines of 

code and only democratize the different algos for pragmatic 

usage [8]. 

 

 

Fig. 3 For two sentences, we want to see the impact of different words like ’surprised’ and ‘beautiful’ on classes like ‘surprise’ and ‘joy.’ 

 
This diagram demonstrates using the library for a 

multiclass text classification scenario. After computing the 

SHAP values for a set of target sentences, we visualize the 

feature attributions for each class used for the classification. 

We use a BERT model fine-tuned on an emotion dataset to 

classify a sentence into six classes: joy, sadness, anger, fear, 

love, and surprise. This is the standard example of the SHAP 

library, but the author has tested it with multiple datasets, 

such as IMDB sentiment analysis, and it can be used for any 

custom class. 

 

We compute Shap values and explainer and visualize the 

impact on output classes. The model outputs the base value 

when the entire input text is masked, while the output class is 

the model's output for the full original input. The SHAP 

values explain in an additive way how the impact of 

unmasking each word changes the model output from the 

base value (where the entire input is masked) to the final 

prediction value. 

 

Similarly, we can plot the top words impacting a specific 

class. 
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Fig. 4 Top words impacting a specific class. Here ‘surprised’ word brings the highest contribution to the ‘surprise class, followed by ‘by’ and ‘I.’ We 

can create all these diagrams using SHAP libraries directly, but NLPExplaier hides all complexity of the boilerplate. We can get an explainer, shap 

values, and predictions in a few lines. 

 
The below code snippet shows an example by which we can 

get the following in a few lines of codes 

• Labels of Classifiers like Joy/Surprise 

• Shap Values for each Token and Class 

• Predictions for each class 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 
Much effort is going into explaining deep neural network-

based models like Transformers. Shap Values is one of them. The 

author talked about major categories, categorization, and 

techniques. Also, the author introduced a library called 

NlpExplainer for the same. Currently, it works only for 

classification and shap. Future work involves incorporating more 

tasks like QnA and summarization and implementing more 

techniques like LIME apart from Shap. 
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